
Instruction for fuse replacement (inside the DAAS frontend) 
 
At first: 
remove any cables (especially the mains power cable) from the DAAS frontend. 
Replace the both fuses inside the box with the same type of fuse ( small glass fuse type 5x20,   
2,5Ampére, quick acting) Be sure to use quick-acting fuses ONLY! 
 Please follow the instructions given with the following pictures.  
 

 

 

 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Use these kind of fuses ( manufacturer is exchangable) 
 

 
 
About amplifier protection 
 
Let us tell  something about it: we protect the poweramp additionally(!) with 2pcs. quick-acting 
fuse, rating 2,5Ampere (5x20mm size). 
  
Of course the amp has an electronic overcurrent protection circuit, but with heavy reactive loads ( 
big caps or coils ) it won't work so precise. These overcurrent detectors work proper when current 
and voltage are nearly "in phase", but with bigger phase lags they tend to fail. So if current and 
voltage are nearly 90 degrees out of phase ( you will get these values easily when using crossovers 
with big caps and you short the speaker by fault ) the overcurrent voltage maybe will not notify the 
error. Result is a damaged amp and you have to replace the active parts of it. For this we 
additionally implemented the quick-acting fuses, they will blow when overcurrent occurs, 
regardless of phase lag.  
 
Remedy:  
Open the rear side (and ONLY the rear side) of your frontend and pull the back panel downwards. 
Now pull the cover plate, after this you can take a look inside.  
Location of the fuses:  
Near the big heatsink you'll find two small fuses ( see the pictures above ), these must be replaced. 
Always(!) replace both fuses, even if only one was blown. Replace only with same type and value. 
Typical, that's it, you're done. Assemble the unit the other way round then disassembling it. In case 
the fuses will blow again immediately after switch-on the unit ( with no connected devices under 
test! ) the power amp device (TDA7293) must be replaced. If this is necessary, always replace the 
old mica-washer between TDA7293 and it's heatsink, the one used is a thermal phase-change type 
and can not be used twice.  
 
Hint: try to avoid any kind of shortcut at the DAAS power amp output - if you 
start a measuring sequence with a shortcut present at the output the fuses will 
blow again. With no signal at the output nothing should happen to them.  
Don't apply any external signals to the power output connectors of the DAAS 
frontend. The built-in amp is not a PA amplifier – it is for measuring purposes 
only. Do not overheat it due extensive output power. 
 


